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HOW INCYDR™ BENEFITS 
YOUR IT, LEGAL, HR AND 
FINANCE TEAMS
Different functional teams have distinct concerns when 
it comes to insider threat. Fortunately, Code42 Incydr™ 
can solve those issues without impeding collaboration 
or slowing productivity. Because Incydr provides 
visibility to all data, each team gains unique benefits.

IT
Team challenges: 

 ■  Provide and manage the tools 
and infrastructure necessary 
for employees to get their 
jobs done, while also securing 
and protecting data

 ■  Ensure the security tools in place 
do not slow down collaboration 
or productivity, or have a negative 
impact on business processes

Incydr benefits: 
 ■  Streamline data protection 

without cumbersome classification 
systems or blocking policies 

 ■  Quickly detect, investigate and 
respond to data security threats 

HUMAN  
RESOURCES
Department challenges: 

 ■   Protect the company from financial 
or reputational damage when 
departing employees or high-risk 
individuals take sensitive data

 ■  Ensure new hires aren’t bringing 
outside intellectual property with 
them (usually from their previous 
role) into the corporate environment

Incydr benefits: 
 ■  Simplifies the process of managing 

and cleaning up access to 
sensitive data as employees 
switch roles within the company

 ■ Resolve employee investigations or 
standard onboarding and offboarding 
audits quickly and with certainty

LEGAL
Department challenges: 

 ■  Effectively investigate suspected 
insider threat activities that result in 
data or intellectual property theft 

 ■  Gather enough sufficient 
evidence to take action

Incydr benefits: 
 ■   Gain complete visibility into where 

and how data is accessed and stored 
 ■  Look back 90-days to review 

suspicious activity 
 ■  Save a copy of all exfiltrated data so 

you know exactly what has been taken
 ■  Accelerate the forensic investigation 

process and provide the legal 
team with indisputable evidence 
for litigation or prosecution

FINANCE
Department challenges: 

 ■ Protect intellectual property from 
theft and loss, which can derail 
most mergers and acquisitions; 
intellectual property is the 
foundation of a company’s value

Incydr benefits: 
 ■   Collect, protect and secure data in 

a target company’s environment; 
provide the visibility necessary 
to safeguard intellectual property 
while preserving the value 
of the target before, during 
and after the deal closes


